A Long History of Faith-based Welfare in Australia: Origins and Impact1

The final decades of the twentieth century were marked by a retreat by Western
governments from the provision of welfare and its replacement by a system of competitive
tendering in which religious or faith-based organisations play a major role. While this move
has led to lively debate internationally, in Australia the discussion was far more muted.
Although the balance between government and non-government provision has varied over
time, ‘faith-based welfare’, to borrow an American term, has always been central to the way
in which the nation provided for the disadvantaged and it was only in the early years of the
current century that questions began to be raised. This paper explores the origins of churchstate co-operation in the provision of welfare services in Australia before turning to focus
on the strains that have developed in the relationship and the challenges these raise for the
future.

Colonial Origins
The earliest Australian colonies were convict settlements. Anglican clergy came as
part of the convict establishment and exercised any benevolent functions from that
position. As both Stuart Piggin and Anne O'Brien have argued, their grounding in Evangelical
Christianity made their involvement in philanthropy an intrinsic part of their role, a
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handmaid with government in the project of moral reform.2 In this world view the poor
were simultaneously 'always with us' yet capable of redemption and it was the role of the
religious to both relieve and reform.3 It was this role which Governor Bourke was seeking to
preserve when growing denominational diversity made the prospect of an Anglican
establishment untenable. As several scholars have noted the Church Act of 1836 was not a
first step towards secularisation but, rather, specifically designed to preserve a place for the
churches in the emerging polity, collaborating with the state to produce 'social morality' and
a Christian citizenship.4 This settlement, Greg Melluish has argued, created 'a public sphere
that is both secular, in the sense that it is free of the dominance of a particular religion or
version of a religion, and religious, in the sense that it is informed by the religious values of
those who participate in it'.5
Anne O’Brien has argued that ‘while the ethic of service was certainly not derived
exclusively from Christian teaching, in the development of the Australian colonies that
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teaching was the primary element endorsing and sustaining it’.6 In some of the oldest
settlements, Anglican and other churches attempted to reproduce some elements of the
English Poor Law, setting aside a proportion of their government funding for the relief of the
poor, and establishing district visiting societies to administer it.7 However, a general distaste
amongst upwardly mobile colonials for the taxation which underlay such a system meant
that, in most areas, voluntary charity was used to deliver services in areas of identified
need. In the absence of a Poor Law, such charities were able to argue that they were
delivering an essential service and were often successful in petitioning governments to
underwrite their work.
The subscriber charity model, increasingly prevalent in Britain at the time, became
the dominant form. Although it was contractual in structure it retained many of the aspects
of what American scholars, John Bartkowski and Helen Regan have labelled covenantal
charity, appealing to upwardly mobile settlers, enabling them to both honour religious
obligations to care for the less fortunate and consolidate their own position in society, while
allowing them to choose how much of their wealth they would donate.8 Some of the oldest
large relief giving organisations had their origins in religious associations. The Benevolent
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Society of NSW, established in 1818, initially included ‘religious instruction and consolation’
alongside relief in its objects, and monitored applicants as to their religious observance. 9 In
other cases the model was less overtly religious but, as prominent citizens came together to
form charitable organisations, clergy automatically became ex officio members.10 While men
were of vital importance in negotiating the legal and financial elements involved in the
establishment of new charities, much of the day-to-day work was done by women and
relationships formed between clergy wives on the voyage out, or in their moves around the
colony after arrival, provided the basis for many of the ongoing colonial social and
philanthropic networks.11 Scholars who use the dominance of subscriber charities to argue
that the churches were little involved in relief ignore this important contribution.12 Colonial
Melbourne, for example, would have been very thinly ‘charitied’ if it were not for the
contribution of Bishop Charles Perry and his wife, who between them took the lead in
establishing the foundational institutions and organisations which they believed a British
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colony would need: hospitals, orphan asylums and institutions for those unable to work
because of age or disability.13
The public charities which the Perrys and other elite figures helped to establish were
always prey to sectarianism.14 Ostensibly non-denominational they encoded a Protestant
Evangelical Christianity which could and did get embroiled in controversy. Charities needed
Catholic involvement if they were to be able to claim to represent the whole community,
but there were few Catholics affluent enough to qualify for membership, and a celibate
clergy deprived the denomination of the clergy wives who had proved to be so valuable a
resource in the construction of the charitable network.15 While hospitals and other major
institutions could enlist Catholic clergy to their committees of management, lower level
charities often became by default Protestant enclaves. In the early years the division
between religious and secular was not clear. ‘Many large voluntary organisations ... used
Christian symbolism and language, comfortable with a loosely Protestant
interdenominational outlook.’16 However, the result was often a dry or dessicated form of
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religion, visible in the compulsory prayers and nominal visiting designed primarily not to
offend denominational beliefs. Finding such Protestant domination threatening, the Catholic
Church responded by developing its own range of charitable institutions, staffed by
imported religious brothers and sisters, for which they also received government support.
The Protestant dominance also provided a religious underpinning to the harsh
distinctions between the deserving and the undeserving which underlay colonial charity and
the punitive services that they served to produce. Christians in such situations were
replicating a model of charity that assumed a static society in which the more fortunate had
a responsibility to assist ‘their brethren, whom it pleases the same God to afflict with
poverty and want’.17 Those used to the English model of relief struggled with the embryonic
egalitarianism they found in Australia. As Anglican deaconess Emma Silcock remarked: ‘here
you see Jack is the master, not the man, and that is very difficult for us ... The people seem
to consider it is our duty to do everything we can for them and they are not at all grateful!’ 18
By positioning themselves in opposition to the increasingly democratic spirit of the age, the
elite Christian women who dominated the distribution of charitable relief, Hilary Carey
argues, played a significant role in the rise of anti-religion in Australian popular culture.19

Denominationalism
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The assumption that a non-denominational Christianity could speak for all was not to last.
The latter years of the nineteenth century saw an increasingly specialisation. As the Catholic
Church expanded its institutions in order to preserve users within the Catholic way of life,
Evangelicals from a range of Protestant denominations established missions in the inner
cities which had conversion as their central concern. This proliferation of services was
indicative of a fierce competition for souls. The centrality of conversion diminished the
emphasis on establishing deservingness or desert, although the principle of less eligibility,
the notion that the level of relief should never exceed that which the poorest worker could
obtain through his own efforts, remained.
Separation by denomination began in relation to children, considered to be the most
vulnerable to proselytism and hence in need of the greatest protection.20 In most colonies
the establishment of government-supported supposedly non-denominational orphanages in
major cities from the 1850s was quickly followed by the opening of Catholic institutions
which were eligible for similar levels of assistance. When Victoria, in 1887, decided to
license individuals as child rescuers, empowered to take guardianship of children they
considered to be at risk, all the major denominations were quick to put forward their own
candidates so that children could be preserved within their own tradition. The Protestant
domination of ladies benevolent societies, the main source of outdoor relief in many areas,
provided a strong impetus for the establishment of the St Vincent de Paul Society in
Australia. Although membership was restricted to Catholic laymen, the introduction of
ladies auxiliaries provided an outlet for Catholic women with the time to become involved in
charity work.
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Focused on home visitation the Society worked to keep people within the faith,
resisting the temptations offered by the growing number of Protestant missions in the areas
where the Catholic poor lived. By the turn of the century this competition was intense with
several denominations adopting the mission model in order to establish a link with what
they saw as the unchurched poor.21 The inner cities had long provided a place for the
individual, religiously inspired, entrepreneur, much to the annoyance of those who sought
to regulate charity. While men like Dr John Singleton in Melbourne, and George Ardill in
Sydney, were able to build personal ‘empires’ they did not develop the succession plans that
could transform their personal initiatives into something more lasting.22 The inner city
missions filled this gap. Many copied the methods of the Salvation Army which had
demonstrated, since its arrival in Australia in the 1880s, the efficacy of a combination of
lively worship and charitable services in bringing the poor to God. For Anglicans, Methodist,
and some of the smaller Protestant denominations, missions offered a solution to declining
church attendances as the upwardly mobile left for the suburbs. Most Australian cities saw
the opening of Central Missions by the various denominations within Methodism. Based on
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a British model they combined new and more populist methods of worship, often in halls
and theatres rather than the traditional churches, with material aid, clubs and activities and
visiting and sometimes nursing services.23
Many of the missions also developed dedicated sisterhoods that offered an outlet
for women seeking to move outside their accepted sphere. Careful to distance themselves
from the ‘Papist’ elements of Catholic religious orders, they were one of the underacknowledged precursors to the development of professional social work, although the
centrality of conversion to their motivation rendered them fundamentally conservative in
their approach.24 Australian cities did not provide a nurturing environment for the
settlement movement which was the source of much that was transformative in Britain and
the United States. Although there were many attempts to persuade young Christians to live
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alongside the poor, none developed ‘the residential base fundamental to the “bridgebuilding” ideals of the international settlement movement’.25
Over time, most missions augmented their direct relief services with a range, or
what many called a ‘chain’, of institutions designed to address the longer-term needs that
their mission work had exposed. These included babies homes, child rescue societies,
female rescue homes, maternity homes, night shelters for the homeless, and institutions for
the aged and people with disabilities. There is an argument that inner city missions provided
a way in which Christians could resolve the conflict between biblical injunction that reified
the poor, and a very real reluctance to have them sitting alongside the respectable in church
– that is in our midst versus fields of mission.26 Richard Broome has argued that missions
encoded:
a middle-class ... view of the slum problem. Those who were morally upright
and religious were classed as ‘worthy and respectable’ whereas the sinful and
the poor were apart from religion and therefore immoral ... [They were] as
much concerned with cleaning up the drunks and the prostitutes for the
national good, as with preaching the gospel for the sake of their God.27
Richard Kennedy was even harsher: ‘Capitalist individualism,’ he wrote, ‘permeated the
religious charities. Generally speaking they embodied the dominant class values of that day
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... Christians of the bourgeois persuasion practised ungenerous assistance in order to
preserve "character". Protestantism always had insinuated that the unfortunate were
probably being punished for wickedness.’28
Much of this criticism relates to the later mission years. While some of the early
missions did engage with debates around the systemic rather than individual causes of
poverty, the retreat into a service provision or institutional model was indicative of a
blunting of whatever radical edge such missions had possessed. Although Evangelicals
routinely called their institutions ‘homes’, and argued that they were more loving and caring
than the older and larger institutions of the past, small, and often poorly regulated homes
created a space for harsh, and at times bizarre practices. This tendency was accentuated by
the practice of staffing such organisations on the basis of mission or call, rather than looking
for professional qualifications or skills, a practice that lies at the root of some later instances
of abuse. As missions became more conservative the emphasis returned to the place of
alcohol and gambling in the causation of poverty and an identification with the ‘Wowser’
cause did little to increase their attraction to many of those they set out to serve. Mission
institutions were also severely under-resourced as the sectarianism which they encoded
rendered them ineligible for the government assistance which underwrote the economies of
the older established charities.29
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In order to understand the diversity which emerged in the development of faith-based
charity it is useful to examine the theology that Christians invoked in explaining their
involvement with the poor. Anne O’Brien and Brian Dickey have both argued for a clear
distinction between Evangelical and Incarnational understandings of Christian duty and
service. For Evangelicals, represented across denominations ranging from Anglicans through
to Salvationists, charity was primarily a way of bringing people to God. Consequently, they
measured their success in terms of conversions gained rather than poverty relieved.30 Their
good works served as a demonstration of individual conversion, fulfilling their duty as
Christians to show love for others. Evangelicals claimed to offer forgiveness rather than
condemnation within homes that often mimicked the structure of the family. However,
their compassion was tempered by a sense of moral superiority which justified their
interference in the lives of those who came to them for help.31 Catholics and Anglo-Catholics
took a more Incarnational view valuing the poor because their suffering was seen as
bringing them closer to God.32 Charity was not primarily about evangelization but about
bearing witness and adhering to the values of the Gospel, seeing the Christ rather than the
sinner in the individuals who came to them for help. In their churches and institutions they
looked for outward conformity rather than individual conversion, believing that ritual and
practice would bring the poor to salvation. However, such a distinction does not help to
explain the tendency of most Christian charitable outreach to retreat into conservatism.
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Although Christians from both traditions could cite instances in which their intervention had
brought about meaningful changes in people’s lives, overwhelmingly they were socially
regressive, and as such functioned to alienate large sections of the working class. At the
same time, their followers, anxious to preserve the purity of their faith, shunned the secular
forces that were working towards change.
In some of the more radical of the missions a third approach emerged. Adopting a
social gospel analysis its followers focused on structural rather than individual causes of
poverty, and argued that both individual and society had to be transformed if Christ’s
teachings were to be fulfilled. It would be wrong, however, to suggest that advocates of this
approach were simply liberals moving away from an older narrower religion, but not yet
ready to embrace a secular world. Rather their actions were grounded in a particular
reading of the Gospel – a reading which focused on texts that emphasised a common
humanity rather than those which reinforced the existing social hierarchy. Believing God to
be still active in the world, advocates of the social gospel argued that existing inequalities
could be overcome, and that it was their responsibility as Christians to work towards such
change.33 However, this new reading was also fragile, co-existing with institutions and
breadlines which conformed more closely to older Evangelical views of poverty, and laying
the basis for the campaigns around temperance and morality which would be labelled as
Wowserism in the early decades of the 20th century.
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Church and State in the Federated Nation
The position of religion in the constitution adopted at Federation in 1901 needs to be
understood in terms of the sectarian tensions which had threatened community harmony
throughout the nineteenth century. As a result, Stuart Piggin has argued, the Constitution
guaranteed a 'freedom of religion, not freedom from it'. 34 Although the Constitution
empowered the Federal Government to make provision for a national social security
scheme, poverty relief and service delivery remained predominantly a state responsibility,
leaving existing relationships between church and state unchanged. Welfare history in the
twentieth century has tended to be written as a triumphal story of the rise of a welfare state
that was seen as inherently secular. However, throughout this period the core contribution
of faith-based charities, and their easy partnership with government, continued largely
unchanged. Most state children’s departments were increasingly dependent on
denominational orphanages, children’s homes and reformatories to accommodate their
wards. Church-based agencies were also key players in what has come to be known as the
‘heyday’ of adoption, providing the ‘homes’ in which parents could secrete daughters who
threatened to bring shame upon the family, and the screening services through which their
babies were transferred into 'good Christian families'.35 Despite initial concern on the part of
the churches that the expansion of social security in the post-war era might diminish the
need for their welfare services, faith-based agencies were able to reconstitute themselves in
order to benefit from Federal subsidies available in areas such as marriage guidance and
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aged care, and to fill the gaps in government provision, offering new and experimental
services in areas of as yet unrecognised need.36 Such arrangements did not arise out of
extensive policy debate, for no such debate was considered necessary. Church-state
partnership was the Australia way.
This unofficial partnering continued largely undisturbed until the church-state
alliance began to fracture during the 1960s. Falling rates of church attendance broke the link
between religion and good citizenship. It was not that Christians did not continue to be good
citizens, but they were now in a much more crowded marketplace and their views were
losing influence with key policy makers. In the 1950s Christians had been automatically
consulted by politicians contemplating policy change and their views were taken into
account. By the late 1960s they no longer had such confidence.37 With the rise of a new
range of mostly progressive social movements, too many church leaders seemed to be
defending principles that again could be equated with wowserism, while those who sought
to move with the times were accused of moving away from fundamental Christian beliefs.
At the same time, professionalization and a growing dependence on government rather
than congregational fundraising, forced many faith-based agencies and their sponsoring
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churches to reconsider the nature of their relationship. To what extent was an agency
Christian when the bulk of its staff were no longer church members, the bulk of its funding
came from Government and few of its clients had any association at all with organised
religion? 38
In his analysis of faith-based agencies in the post war environment, John Murphy
again distinguishes between the evangelical, incarnational and social gospel approach.39 This
paper argues for a modification of his classification. In the face of the challenges that
churches and their welfare arms faced in the 1960s and beyond there were two clear
pathways: a retreat into fundamentalism and an embracing of old/wowser values, or cutting
loose and adopting a radical oppositional response. Both of these approaches could find a
clear gospel justification, the first drawing on the ‘thou shalt nots’ in the Bible, the second
on the liberationist verses, texts which were also being invoked by radical movements
across the first and third worlds.40 There was, however, a third alternative which, at least
initially, became the majority response. The third pathway involved a distancing and
disguising of religious affiliations in order to shed the baggage of the past without coming
into open conflict with either church or government sponsors. Melbourne's Wesley Mission,
for example, adopted as its guiding principle Wolfensberger’s normalisation (later social role
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valorisation) theory.41 Normalisation, it argued, was grounded in Christian theology, but its
introduction saw all of Wesley’s services stripped of any overtly Christian signage or
practices, at the cost of confusion to supporters and some residents as well.42 While the
path of secularisation may have seemed simplest to agencies negotiating their role in an
apparently post-Christian world, it did strain their relationship with their sponsoring
churches, unsure of just why they should be continuing to offer support.

Faith-based charity in a post-welfare state Australia
At the dawn of the twenty-first century it was becoming clear that each of these pathways
brought its own challenges. Faith-based charity has been a centre of contestation
internationally generated by the move from conservative governments to wind back the
welfare state, a move that always assumed, implicitly or explicitly, both that charity would
take up the space that the government had vacated and that it was inherently better
equipped to do so. The contestation has been comparatively muted in Australia, except as
an echo from US debates. The nature of the retreat from the welfare state is culturally
specific and definitions of a faith-based charity, or at least the faith-based charity that
causes alarm, differ between nations.43 In the United States, where the division between
Church and State is an ideological flashpoint, the controversy focused on those charities
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which sought to use their position to evangelise as well as relieve. Yet, it was the 'moral
values' and 'holistic goals' which typified such agencies that made them so attractive to the
conservative reformers behind the US Charitable Choices program.44 In the UK, where
church and state have a long historical relationship, alarm about government support for
faith-based charity related almost exclusively to Islamic organisations.45 In Australia, where
the increasing focus on faith-based charities was evolutionary rather than revolutionary, the
alarm was raised by Marion Maddox whose primary focus was on the Howard government’s
links with the Christian Right.46
The old comfortable partnership with government had been disrupted by the
introduction of competitive tendering, compelling church-based agencies to compete
against each other for the government funding on which they were all now dependent.
Government had the upper hand and while the use contractual rhetoric could effectively
defuse opposition to religious involvement it can also threaten the basic principles that
underlie Christian relief.47 Faith-based agencies can be both socially progressive and socially
regressive, but they share a commitment to transformation. Where that transformation is
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structural rather than individual it sits uneasily with government priorities.48 Following the
election of the conservative Howard Government, Australian agencies came to share the
concerns of similar organisations in the UK that in becoming over-reliant on government
funding they faced the threat of being constrained in their role as advocates for the
'oppressed and dispossessed'.49
Forced to justify their existence in an environment in which both secular agencies
and commercial businesses compete for attention and support, many have sought both to
re-articulate the role of faith in a Christian service and re-connect with local Christian
communities. Agencies in the ‘passing’ group were challenged by the return of religion, and
the rise of faith-based discourse, leading them to rethink their language and presentation.
For most, church-based welfare work is seen as modelling rather than preaching
Christianity, with workers within those agencies who are practising Christians framing their
involvement as part of their commitment to their faith. ‘Although the work of Christian
welfare agencies must necessarily have much in common with agencies without a distinctive
base,’ argued Melbourne’s former Anglican Archbishop Keith Rayner, ‘their primary motivation
will be to express the love of God towards his creation.’50 The distinctive message of the
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Gospel, Catholic organizations have argued, is that Christian welfare organizations should stand
alongside those who they serve and work for a more just and equitable society.51 However, if
to abide by such principles an agency needs to challenge some of the conditions set by
Government there will almost certainly be another faith-based organization with a different,
and less radical, vision of faith and mission prepared to tender for the contract in their stead.
Radical oppositionals faced a major challenge under the Howard Government's
contracting out programs which demanded silence, and acquiescence in relation to the key
tenets of welfare policy as a condition of funding. Where Christian leaders spoke out against
an increasingly punitive welfare policy, the Government and its supporters in the media
were able to point out that the policies were being implemented by other Christian
agencies. Opponents were easily cast as Marxists or men of yesterday, misreading the
Gospels in support of a now discarded ideology. In the face of such a sustained attack, and
having voluntarily cut themselves off from government funding, few such radical
organisations emerged with their budgets and reputations unscathed.52 The return to
fundamental principles group was also divided. Organisations like the Salvation Army, with a
long and distinguished record of Christian service, came under increasing questioning
because of their close association with the Howard Government. Having built its reputation
on non-discriminatory relief, the Salvation Army found itself relieving in one service the very
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same people it was compelled to ‘breach’ through its employment agencies, raising
questions within the organisation as to the morality of its actions.53 In more recent times, its
acceptance of contracts to provide services for offshore immigration detention centres has
brought it into further conflict both with government and with key supporters. 54

Confronting the abuses of the past
Maddox's concern was not with such issues however but rather with the opportunities
which contracting offered for the newer Pentecostal mega churches to become prominent
players in the welfare field. The American material on which she and other critics drew,
focused almost exclusively on the morality of using government money to fund the
promotion of religious belief, an argument that has gained little traction in the Australian
context. Less attention has been paid to a second potential risk, the reliance on mission in
the selection of staff which opens such new organisations to some of the now wellidentified dangers from the past. A series of inquiries contemporaneous with the
contracting out of welfare services, gave people who had been the subject of church-based
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charity in the past the opportunity to speak publicly about their experiences, disrupting,
Anne O'Brien notes, any claims the churches had to occupying the high moral ground. 55 The
various state and federal inquiries into the treatment of children in care, for example, make
sobering reading for anyone seeking to maintain a belief in the essential goodness of such
Christian homes.56 ‘Suffer the little children for they shall see God – so the church taught
us’, wrote careleaver Ian Morwood in his submission to the Forgotten Australians Inquiry.
‘And by God, they made sure we suffered and still suffer,’ he concluded.57
‘The primary use of religion in Children’s Homes,’ the Care Leavers of Australasia
Network co-founder Joanna Penglase argues, ‘was as a tool to inculcate in children a belief
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in their own inferiority, and to rationalize punishment.’58 Church homes, the Forgotten
Australians report argues, were very closed institutions, employing staff on the basis of
mission rather than professionalism and largely spared from outsider supervision because of
the trust inherent in their status as religious organisations.59 By creating a space in which
survivors could be heard, the inquiries have exposed a counter-narrative which depicts the
homes as anything but Christian. The witnesses described a very un-Christ-like world in
which emotional, physical and sexual abuse was all but normative. While many church
leaders have stepped forward to apologise for past wrongs and to commit resources to
compensation the suggestion that the problems were systemic and not simply the actions of
individuals fallen into sin has deeply damaged any claim that could be made for the
superiority of faith-based care. Recent instances of substandard and at times abusive care in
church-auspiced aged care facilities would suggest that such problems cannot be safely
confined to the past.60
All churches have been hurt by allegations that they have harboured sexual abusers
within their communities although the focus has fallen most heavily on the Roman Catholic
Church. Any such allegations suggest a fundamental contradiction of the notion of the
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church as a place of safe refuge and a breach of Christ’s teachings, contributing to
continuing declines both in the church’s engagement with young people and its reputation
in the community at large.61 Too often the response has been to retreat into a legalistic
defence, reinforcing the notion that the church is more concerned with protecting its assets
than in reaching out to those who have been harmed by past practices.62
While, throughout the recent inquiries, representatives of the Catholic Church have
been quick to apologise, there is a shift over time as to the way in which they have framed
both their apologies, and their responses to their accusers. When the earliest allegations
surfaced there was some attempt to place the blame onto the victims, suggesting that child
migrants, for example, were sexually perverted before they arrived in Australia. By the time
the inquiries began the evidence was too strong to be combated in this way.63 Catholic
apologies before the Bringing them home inquiry positioned their sorrow as the product of
hindsight, expressing regret for policies and practices considered beneficial at the time.64
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They also sought to share the blame, arguing that it was Government, not the Church that
was responsible for the removal of Indigenous children from their families, and that it was
never critical, at the time, of the institutions in which they were placed.65 As the scandal
around sexual abuse grew, the church became increasingly suspicious of the media
coverage, arguing that it was intent on celebrating the fall from grace of a respected
institution which had claimed to be the moral guardian of society.66
Throughout the various inquiries the Church has been cautious about admitting
liability and positioned itself as the guardian of the reputations of the hard-working religious
who had not been abusive, and the children who did not see themselves as victims.67
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However, the sympathy that such testimony elicited has diminished over time. At the
Victorian Inquiry into the Handling of Child Abuse by Religious and Non-government
Organisations in 2013, the cautious respect that had marked earlier investigations was
replaced by an open hostility to church authorities, with bishops, archbishops and provincial
leaders all called to explain their past failures. The Church and its agencies came to the
inquiry well aware of the issues likely to be raised, but perhaps less prepared for the way in
which their explanations would be received.68 They actively confronted allegations, denying
that the Church had deliberately constructed itself in such a way as to avoid liability and
make it difficult for victims to seek compensation through the courts, or that bishops had
failed in not removing all support from perpetrators.69 Church leaders used their
submissions to combat charges of guilt by association, spelling out more clearly what abuse
they had been aware of and when, and detailing, if not always justifying, the ways in which
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they had dealt with the offenders when they became known.70 In response to accusations
that the reparations schemes which were by then in place actively deterred victims from
reporting abuse to the police, they argued that most victims did not want to pursue this
course and positioned the Church as their defender.71
Confronted with a series of cases in which the church had been slow to respond,
Melbourne Archbishop, Denis Hart, responded somewhat flippantly 'better late than never'.
'People will make their own minds', he added after a further attack on the church's defence
of its reputation, to which committee member Andrea Coote responded:
The victims have made up their minds. They do not believe what you are saying. They
believe that you are spending money on lawyers and spin doctors, but you do not
actually understand and admit that not only were there some individual priests, but your
church covered it up. It spent money to protect the reputation of the church from
scandal, that that is your prime motivator.72
The shift from people to victims is crucial to understanding this and subsequent exchanges,
for while the church continued to appeal to an understanding still widely believed within the
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male clerical hierarchy and their almost exclusively male advisors, its representatives
misunderstood the degree to which that had changed, with the victim voice now becoming
the dominant discourse. While the bishops and religious leaders argued that perpetrators
too were victims who needed to be supported, such arguments only served to further
condemn them in the eyes of the committee and its supporters.73
The current Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse
continues this line of approach. Twenty-three of the 33 case studies conducted by mid 2015
related to religious organisations, eleven of which concerned the Catholic Church. In
addition to hearing victim and offender testimony, the Commission has called to account
senior church figures, asking them to assess their actions against the policies of their
denomination, the laws of the states in which the offences took place, and the principles of
their religion. While most are all too ready to admit some culpability and to express general
regret, they continue to struggle with lines of questioning that seek to identify institutional
rather than individual failings, and with the troubling issue of how to deal with former
offenders within an ethic of repentance and forgiveness while protecting children from
further harm. The responses of senior figures to cross examination and the negative
publicity which inevitably follows has led to calls for a review of the tax exempt status of
churches and a general denigration of the role of religion in society.74
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Conclusion
When nineteenth-century philanthropists sought to persuade churchgoers to contribute to
their cause the most commonly invoked text was always Matthew 25:40 ‘Inasmuch as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me’, a verse
so familiar that, in some contexts, it could be referred to simply as the ‘Inasmuch’. Very
neatly it reminded the potential giver that the poor stand in the place of Christ, and that,
therefore, in helping them they can provide direct service to the Saviour. Charity in the
Christian sense of the word has not always been apparent in services delivered in the
church’s name in the past. Yet, despite its mixed and contested record, Christian
benevolence, or organisations with a Christian base still dominate the delivery of welfare
services throughout Australia and, beyond the mega agencies, the poor and the
dispossessed continue to present at church doors looking for relief.
The long history set out in this paper has demonstrated how faith-based welfare
became integral to the relief of poverty in Australia, positioning church agencies well in the
competition for government resources which followed the late twentieth-century retreat
from the welfare state. However, it has also explored some of the dangers that too great an
involvement with government have brought, and argued that churches have been damaged
in instances where is has been shown that their practice did not always align with their
principles. If Australian churches are to maintain their dominant position in the delivery of
welfare services, the challenge of the 21st century is to find a way to address emerging
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needs that stays true to the message of the gospel in an increasingly unequal nation and an
increasingly unequal world. If they are to continue to argue that faith-based charity does it
better, they need to be able to articulate how and why this is the case.
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